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K.V. Raghupathi 

 

The Woman and Her Kitchen 
 

For a woman, the kitchen is a fundamental 

in her life like her own blood. 

For her, the kitchen is her house, the house is her kitchen; 

it is her domain, she is the Queen. 

None can intrude, neither her other half nor her children. 

But for this woman, kitchen is a stigma. 

So, she abstained from it, 

solely depending on outside food. 

She cooks no longer. 

Her mates fouled her, 

but she ignored them. 

For her, it is like a stain on a white sari. 

She says it has shamed her existence 

and stripped off her individuality. 

Now, grown old, her lifetime getting spent 

drop by drop, 

she realizes she is the kitchen and the kitchen is she. 

It is her womanhood, 

without it life is drudgery and meaningless. 

 

 

 

Black Scorpion 

 

One black scorpion saw I when the painter  

removed a lump of stained clothes on the floor. 

It lay there lifting its forward curve  

over the back ending with a venomous sting 

ready to assail. 

“It’s deadly dangerous.  Kill it,” said the painter jumping aside like a cock. 

“But I am an ahimsavadi 

and I respect and love life in all creatures 

irrespective of their size, colour, and poison.” 

“A scorpion is a scorpion.  Kill it,” 

His anger and anxiety flew like projectiles 
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directing another painter to fetch a long stick or a big stone. 

“It’s true a scorpion is a scorpion. 

When once my two-wheeler screeched in front of my house,” 

thus I recounted the event under the afternoon summer sun, 

“between the wheels slithered a black scorpion like an eel.  

I drove it off with a stick into the thick dark bushes. 

Thus saved I its life in darkness. 

For this karma  

I reaped its rich harvest.” 

Even before the other painter brought in a long stick 

I caught it cleverly using my skill 

in a polythene cover 

took it outside 

and released it in the thick bushes far away. 

It thanked me for saving its poison 

lifting its venomous sting in glee and triumph. 
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